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Conclusions: A significant volume reduction of the heart was 
demonstrated during chemo radiotherapy treatment for patients with 
oesophageal cancer. Additional studies are carried out to identify its 
determinants. 
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Purpose/Objective: The assessment of the extend of the tumor mass 
and its metabolic activity has been reported to have an important role 
in radiotherapy planning. Positron emission tomography is a non-
invasive imaging method considered very helpful in the evaluation of 
metabolic activity of tumor mass in vivo. The purpose of the study 
was to compare the molecular activity of cervical tumor before 
radiotherapy planning, based on glucose metabolism and proliferation 
image, measured by PET/CT. 
Materials and Methods: The study population comprised on 13pts 
(aged 59±15years) with histologically confirmed cervical cancer. All 
pts were injected with 185MBq of [(18)F]-fluoro-3'-deoxy-L-
thymidine([(18)F]FLT) (IASON, Austria) and 370MBq of 2-[(18)F]-fluoro-
2-deoxy-D-glucose ([(18)F]FDG) (FCON, Germany) on two separated 
days. The acquisition over abdomen and pelvis were performed twice 
using PET/CT scanner (Gemini TF Philips, USA). The collected data 
was reconstructed using dedicated Philips workstation. On 
reconstructed images the tumor borders were evaluated using 
semiautomatic dedicated software based on 30 % threshold method. 
Metabolic parameters of the tumor tissue and the tumor volume were 
evaluated on each nuclear image. For statistic analysis T-test was 
used. 
Results: There was nosignificant difference (p>0.05) in the tumor 
volume calculated on FDG images (83.3±55.4cc) and FLT images 
(86.3±67.2cc). The maximum standardized uptake values (SUV) of the 
tumor were similar in both examination– SUVmaxFDG=10.8±2.7, 
SUVmaxFLT=8.2±3.6; p>0.05. The mean SUV values in FDG images 
showed significantly higher values than on FLT images 
(SUVmeanFDG=5.1±1.2, SUVmean FLT=3.4±1.1; p<0.05). No 
correlation was observed between glucose metabolism and 
proliferation activity in the evaluated patients (r=0.3). 
Conclusions: There are no significant differences in tumor volume 
calculation based on FLT and FDG image data.The proliferation 
activity in cervical cancer did not correlate with glucose metabolism 
in the tumor mass and this phenomenon should be further evaluated 
in radiotherapy strategy planning and prognosis.  
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Purpose/Objective: Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT) is a new 
treatment strategy that utilizes arrays of micrometer sized parallel 
beams with high peak doses, separated by low dose regions of a few 
100 µm width. This beam setup has shown high tumour control while 
sparing surrounding normal tissue. In order to avoid dose blurring and 
maintain steep dose gradients in the patient synchrotron radiation is 
required. A special property of synchrotron radiation is its linear 
polarisation. The influence of polarisation on MRT doses has been a 
matter of debate in recent years. Furthermore it has been discussed 
whether the assumption of ideal parallel beams, originating at the 
collimator is valid or whether a full description of the phase space 
(PS) is required. We have systematically studied the influence of the 
PS and the polarisation at different positions in the microbeam (MB) 
field. We compare dose simulations with measurements at the 
biomedical beamline ID17 at the ESRF in Grenoble, France. 
Materials and Methods: Monte Carlo simulations were carried out in 
Geant4.9.3.p02 employing the physics of the Livermore low-energy 
libraries. The target was a water box of 16x16x16 cm³ as in the 
experiments. Simulations were done with and without PS. The PS at 
the ID17 was described by I. Martínez-Rovira, Med. Phys. 39(1) 2012. 
Calculations were performed with polarised and non-polarised 
photons. 
Results: The simulation of an infinitesimal pencil beam reveals 
varying influence of the polarisation depending on the distance from 
the beam. Comparing dose perpendicular and parallel to the 
polarisation direction, there are 3 regions to differentiate: The region 
within the mean free path length of electrons (< 10 µm) with dose 
differences of up to 400 %, the region of electron scattering with 
negligible dose differences and the region of photon scattering with 
deviations of up to 60 % depending on the depth in the phantom. 
However, in a MB field it becomes apparent that the peak-to-valley 
dose ration (PVDR) depends mainly on electron scattering. Apart from 
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beam penumbra shifts, valley and peak doses agree within 3 % 
accuracy. Comparing calculations with PS and with ideal MBs shows 
differences of on average 8 % in the PVDR. Measurements at the ID17 
beamline support the findings for polarisation effects. The PS 
improves the agreement with measurements but does not suffice to 
eliminate deviations. 
Conclusions: Inside the therapeutically important MB field 
polarisation can be neglected. The PS, however, seems to be 
important. Further investigations need to be done to unravel other 
not yet considered influences such as total internal reflection or 
surface roughness of the collimators. 
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Purpose/Objective: For electron and proton treatment techniques 
where lateral dose conformation is achieved by collimators and 
patient specific apertures, out-scatter from a collimator’s perimeter 
back into the field may contribute to as much as 10% to the in-field 
dose. We present a method to model out-scatter by direct Monte 
Carlo simulation. This method is suitable for implementation in a 
Monte Carlo capable treatment planning system (TPS). The goal is to 
achieve an efficiency such that the out-scatter phase space can be 
faithfully modelled while not dominating the overall time to generate 
a beam phase space. 
Materials and Methods: The out-scatter characteristics are governed 
by energy loss, multiple scattering and bremsstrahlung (for electrons). 
We disregard discrete Møller interactions. We apply a sequence of 
‘random hinge’ condensed history transport steps using the Goudsmit-
Saunderson theory. Bremsstrahlung interactions are treated by the 
fictitious cross section method in an approximate manner. The 
method has been validated against EGSnrc and Geant4 simulations for 
relevant materials, incident angles and energies for electrons and 
protons.For protons also comparison of out-scatter measurements on 
Tungsten at 98 MeV and180 MeV is presented. 
Results: For electrons the method is on the order of 10 times faster 
than an EGSnrc simulation, while it still reproduces energy spectra 
and spatial distributions with sufficient accuracy. Results for a 12 MeV 
electron beam incident at 11 degrees on a Tungsten surface are shown 
in the enclosed figure. Spatial positions are scored in a plane located 
25 cm downstream of the point of incidence. Similar results are 
obtained for protons. The presented method is implemented in the 
electron beam model of the RayStation® TPS. 
 
Conclusions: It is feasible to explicitly model electron or proton out-
scatter from collimators with sufficient efficiency and accuracy to be 
included in a clinical treatment planning system.  
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Purpose/Objective: Dose calculation in heterogeneous media has 
been a major challenge in the latest calculation algorithms. The new 
Acuros 10.0.0.28 algorithm implemented in Eclipse (Varian Medical 
Systems) for photon dose calculation directly solves the Linear 
Boltzmann transport equation. In this study EBT film measurements 
were performed within an antropomorph Alderson phantom (for a 
clinical IMRT lung plan), and in a setup containing cork and 
polystyrene (for a single field plan, simulating a lung-water 
transition). EBT film has the advantage that its water equivalence 
does not perturbate the surrounding. Measured doses were compared 
to predictions by the two calulation algorithms: Acuros and AAA.  
Materials and Methods: A clinical 5 field 10 MV IMRT lung plan 
(mediastinal treatment) was delivered to an Alderson phantom on a 
Clinac 2100 C/D accelerator (figure 1a). A total number of 922 MU was 
planned for this highly modulated treatment. The clinical plan was 
recalculated for the Alderson setup (1mm CT) with the same monitor 
units. The grid size for the calculation was initially 2.5 mm for both 
algorithms. An EBT2 film was inserted between phantom slices 3 and 
4, and between slices 5 and 6 (starting from the cranial side). Film 
calibration was based on two films with applied static fields. A single 
channel correction was implemented for the red color channel. 
Gamma analysis of the resulting 2D dose measurement and the 
calculated dose plane was performed for different dose differences 
(DD) and distances to agreement (DTA). In a second setup cork was 
inserted between two slabs of polystyrene. EBT3 film was inserted at 
different depths. A single 2x2 field of 6MV was delivered on TrueBeam 
and compared with calculations. Spot size for the Acuros calculation 
was 1 mm and dose to medium is reported. 
Results: Table 1 reports the gamma score in percent for Acuros and 
AAA calculations in the Alderson setup. Our clinical threshold of 85% 
for DD and DTA of 3% and 3mm respectively, was not achieved in this 
lung setup. DD and DTA of 5% and 5 mm were required to meet the 
criterion, both for AAA and Acuros (and for both locations in the 
phantom). Acuros does not improve the prediction in this IMRT lung 
case (gamma score was better for slice 3-4 but worse for slice 5-6, 
compared to AAA). Largest errors were observed in the buildup 
regions between lung and mediastinum. This finding is confirmed by 
the results of the second setup shown in figure 1b. Acuros performs 
only slightly better to predict the fall-off in the first two centimeter 
of cork, while the rebuildup in polystyrene is not well captured. 
 
 
 Conclusions: The improvement with Acuros compared to AAA that was 
observed in the cork-polystyrene setup could not be validated in a 
clinical IMRT lung treatment. A dose difference of 5% and distance-to-
agreement of 5mm result in acceptable gamma scores, compared to 
3% and 3mm in more homogeneous regions. 
 
 
 
